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It is my agreeable first duty, Mr . President, to
express my sincere gratitude through you to Clark University
in having done me this signal honour in inviting me to be
the speaker this afternoon at your 66th Commencement cere-
monies . I should like also to express to my fellow-gradu-
ates here .assembled my congratulations on earning and
securing their degrees, and to wish them all success and
happiness in the years ahead . There is perhaps a certain
element of injustice in these proceedings . You .are now
receiving your degrees, after four years of conscientious
and demanding study . I receive mine for making one speech .
Incidentally, I have noted' Mr ._President, that you have
been generous enough to confer this degree upon me even .
before I have-spoken . In any evént, I am happy to be with
you on :this occasion, .and to receive this honour from a
University which has won for itself an enviable reputation .

It is pleasant to reflect that? just as with
many other centres of learning in the United States,
Canada has long .had fruitful connections with this Univer-
sity. More than thirty years ago, Dr . Hugh Keenleyside,
Director General of the United Nations Technical Assistance
Administration and an old friend and colleague of min e
did his post-graduate work here at Clark University, and
at present he is a representative of the alumni on your
Board of Trustees . You have also with you, in your divi=
sion of Business Administration, Professor James A . Maxwell,
my sponsor today and one of the many Canadians who ca n
be fourid on the reaching and research staffs of United
States universities . '

For many years now you have welcomed Canadian
students, and made your scholarships as freely availabl e
to them as to your own citizens . Although we are not always
happy when many of those who come to you decide to stay on
this side of the boundary, it is, I think, true that academic
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exchanges'havé- enriched ôitr-university life and form-some
of '-the-most important- ties'which bring ôur'two countries
together, in neighbourliness and friendship a

Altho ugh we in Canada - are, ând - propo se' to " remain
resôlütely Canadian, when'we cross the border~ we do so ,
I hope3 as good neighbours and as"good friends

0
I"take the

greatest pleasure, therefore, in ppeaking'to you as a Canadian
in this scholarly and friendly atmosphere .

In'recent years there'have been expressed in-our
two countries growing misgiving's about certain éducational
trends),- which seem to-some to'be leading to'mass production
of university graduates by a process of academic atitomation .
We worry also lest in this process emphasis on the-practicàl
bide of education m on its post-mgraduate-cash value*- should
be at the expense-of a grounding in those'humanities-which'
mould man's nature,-enrich his spirit, and widen"his horizons ;and which-are ; and should remain, the basic support for any
free society of educated men o

On the other- hand, -we "worry and with-reason -
about the fact that the number of trained engineers and
scientists being graduated from our universities is
inadequate for the growing demands made by a society whose"
techniques are increasing in complexity ; and where material
well-being9 flowing from the transformation" of yesterday's
luxuries into today's necessities is increasingly dependent
upon the scientist, the engineer and the technician .

It is well that we should think about'-this problem
for what is happening in education,'both on this-continent
and-'throughout`the world, it a matter-6f .the"ütmost importance
to e"very'cïtizen ; 'and not least to--those of us who are -
concerned with public affairs, domestic and international .

This, of cour se, i s no new problem, although we-
nay-be seeing it in a new and more urgent mannerà A proper
educatibn for the-'gôôd Iife-has bëen-a'-subject which has long
attracted the' interest and- the i4genuity "of" Philosôphers-*and
scholars',, I have--beén-reading-lately ; -for example~ .Henry
Peacham's"TYie Compleat' Gentlemanr ; which-'first "appéared'- in--
1622~ -in which the aixthor "discüsses at"Iength-how- to-prodûce
the-qualities and the accômplishments which were-esséntial
to"the English"gentleman of that dayo What struck me most
about his precepts, and the type df person to be produced by
them, was the great versatility which Peacham's Compleat
Gentleman must possess . It was taken for granted, for example,
that he would be fully familiar with Greek and Roman literature,
could play upon the viol and the lute, and turn his han d
on suitable occasions to a song or an ode or a sonnet o ra painting . He should be skilled in horseman61li,p and in the
use of arms, in heraldry and in navigation . In other words,
he had to be a summa cum laude and a five-letter man! Versa-
tility was the ek_ynote - while today it is specialization ,. , . . . .,, .

i
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where the expert,-lëarns more and more about less and less ;
though not, I hope, reaching the point where'he'knowns every-
thing about nothing- The politician'progresses, it is alleged,
in the oppositè direction until he comes to know practically
nothing about everything :

From Plato - through Peacham - to our own time-, it
has been assumed that the purpose of education is to"prepare'
a citizen for a rich and full life in terms of the sôciety in
which he'will be living, But this sociéty,'as we"know, is
constantly' in a state of change . In the last" fifty yea"rs
thé-changes have been'more-significant-and far-reaching, I
suspect, than in the previous two thousand .

Liberal education in the great Elizabethan age =
restricted as it was to the-few - was well designed to produce
Peacham's desired product for that age ; the well-informed--
and versatile citizen capable of turning his hand or his mind
to a very wide variety of duties and accomplishments .

It would be agreeable to believe, alt]Aough I think
difficult to establish, that the mass educational procedures
of our own day are equally well designed to produce citizens
who are well-informed, wise and public-9pirited ; able toface and solve the .•problems of living in a world which has
discovered the means of destroying itself as well as of en-
riching itself beyond all our dreams o

The test of the value of your education to ycu, as
a person, may well be whEther9-when you have-to call on"
yourself in moments of crisis or decision, you find "anybody
at home", The test of its value to you"as a citizen wil l
be your wisdom and your sincerity"and your"undérstanding
in reaching'the judgments which collectively determine a
nation's policy for better or for worse .

These tests for éducation are'more significant,
I"sûggèst, than one provided by the què-stion which we-héar
so often' these- days : "Are we in 'the' freé world turning out
as many

.
scieritists' and "technical experts 'arnd-ënginéëi-s"'as-' -

the Soviet Communist world?" That, I admit, is an important
question, indeed a vital one, so long as "science is harnesse d
to the chariot of destruction" in a contest between worlds
deeply divided by fear and hostility and ignorance . Nor is
the answer one to give us much comfort .

In 1955 the United States trained 23,000 engineers,
about half the number of five years ago . More alarming even
is the fact that there is a progressively increasing shortage
of science teachers .



Soviet scientific and technical training, on
the other hand,•is producing far greater numbers of trained
graduates th an we seem likely to be able to do on this
continent, and_that number is increasing o

A r.ecent survey showed that, in 1953, there were
5,800,000 people in the United States with higher education .In the U.S .S .R . there were only about 2,000,000 ; but the -number at work in the applied sciences was about the sameas in the United States ,

In 1954, 60- per cent of Soviet graduatin g classes
had majored in science ; in the United States only 8 per cent .
In the same year,,the U .S .S .R . graduated more engineersand
scientists than the United States and Western Europe together .
One count shows that last year the U .S .S .R . graduated 60,000
engineers, the United States 22,000, and the United Kingdom
31000 .

We have no means of comparing exactly the standard s
of training between the Soviet and INTorth American education,
but I think it would be unrealistic on our part to doubt the
fact that the U.S .S .R . is now quite capable of producing-
scientists, engineers and technicians, comparable in ability
and training to those of any of the non-communist countries .

The Soviet educational system which produces this
result operates on two basic rules : obedience and industry .
The individual is brought into the system at the age of three
and'remains in it for fourteen years or so ; Then, if he can
qualify, he proceeds to higher institutions of learning where
he workcs a six-day week ; and works hard . The principle of
education without pain or of learning through play is wholly .rejected .

Furthermore, 47 per cent of the studentst"working
time is devoted to-science and mathématicso "By•compariso na recent survey"showed that only 8 per cent of United States
students study chemistry, 5per cent take physics and a little
over 20%'take general science .

We do not, then, come off very Well"in comparison
with Soviet Russia in the test applied to our educational
system of quantitative results in the engineering and
scientific field . That test, however, is not the most
important one that we face ; though it is important enough,
in all truth .

Even if this continent turned out engineers and
scientists by the hundreds of thousands each year, tha t
would not alone enable us,to meet the new communist challenge
of "competitive co-existence," In the short run it would
give us a greater feeling of security . In the long run ,
it would not by itself give us much hope for the future .

;,~ .~ f ! 1 ~~.~ N ,, - _
;. • _ '.._ ' ' _ _--_ .-. .
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Education is-more than'experiment 6nd-achievemen t
in the natural sciences ; It is- more than proficiéricy with"- *-"--
a test tube or an"atomic reactor, It is9 above all-=-ând ever
has been s the-process of learning how to-think"honestjy anâ-
straight ; to appreciate quality and -beahtÿ wherever _ït 'maÿ be
found ; and"to participate"with intelligence and-tôlerânce, --
and be encouraged by- society to do so, in that rao-st'important
of all forms of free enterprise, the free exchange'of-"idea s
on every subject under the sun-and'with-aminimum of every
restrictiong personal, social or :politïcal a

If we can not base our society on educated"meri of
this type - and also get more and more of them into public
service - we will have great difficulty in solving th e
political problems that face us = nationally and internationally .

I wish that I had time to discuss with -you soiné -
of these problems ; particularly in the international field,
where I am supposed to be,more or less at home, having
been working in it now for about thirty years . I will
mention, however, only two .

,The first of these problems is the current
and ~I -hope. ,searchinb-y re

.
appraisal,!of ,the North ;,AtlantiG :

Treaty,:Organization - -in ,its ;.non-military-,aspects2 and of,~ .
ways,and.: means . : of ::developing greater,unity,. in the North
Atlantic Community . This work is being undertaken by a
committee of three NATO Foreign Ministers who, incidentally
have begun their work with one strike against them by being
dubbed "The Three Wise Men" .

NATO stands today at the very heart of the securit y
of"the free world, but a lot of people are so ignoran t
about it that they think it is a kind of breakfast food . Its
defences protect the moral and spiritual basis of a vitel
segment of that world - as well as its physical security .
Those defences are still needed . The danger of military
aggression remains . So does the'iinportance-of collective
strength to deter andÿ'if,neeessary,! ."repèl,,it o

NATO also faces, however, at this time, a new
challenge in the all-out political and economic offensive
from Moscow. Our methods2 especially in the fields of closer
political and economic consultation must be adapted to meet
this new challenge .

When NATO's task was almost exclusively military,
the ways and means of providing defence against 'aggression
could be thought of in terms of men and missiles . But the
strength which NAT O now needs, to cope with competitive
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,

comexistence has to be-cultivated .
also in terms of-public

attitudes and of consultation and=of-voluntâry and close
co=operation between all member governments ,

To this end, the first task of NATO`is to Iôok
to its internal strength and unity, and to resist those`forces
which would weaken ito This means that our cohesion mus t
find a more durable basis than the fear which-originalZy -
brought us together in 19490" We must-seek-out-new ways-of'"
providing not only for the continued maintenance-of a--defeno'.
sive shield against aggression, but also for strengthening'
the existing ties which-bind members of-'thé At?antic-Community
more closely togethero These tiesp loreover, are not arti-
ficial creations; they existed long before NATO .

Since-the war, the nations of Western Europe, with
their vast reserves of knowledge, skills, and initiatives

-have moved toward a closer unity,
.the outward and institutionalexpression of which takes many forms .

Viewed against the background-of narrow concepts-
of sovereignty and ancient ermitiesy the progress which has
been made in the last ten years' towards'-Eûropean-unity is
encouragingv though it is not as fast as' some impatient

' ' " - --- ,souls would desire
. Furthermore, expressed in practical forms,

it gives Europeans more m not less m authority in'plâyingtheir proper role on the world stage . And that is all tothe good o

The islar;d state of Britain) with its world as
well as European responsibilities, can play an'important
part in thi s move to Europe an integration by helping - to "' -
bridge the gap-between the interlocking and`déveloping-cômmu-
nities of Europe -arld the Atlaintic . At the- same- time, theNorth American countries -- the United- States and' Canadâ--:- mustmore*than-ever before realize that their destinies extend
across the Atlantic o

While the other countries concerned"hâve their part
to play9 it is'y I'thinky '. true to sây that European inté-
gration and' the" cohesion- of the Atlantic- Comnunity - neither
of which excludes the other = will proceed as far and a s
fast as the United States and the United Kingdom make possible
by recognizing the importance of their own roles in bringingit about

; and in a way which will stren$then the Atlanti carea as a whole,

of task
unit

y firstto strengthen This, h internal the the allianceew NATO -theeventcentrifugal forces from sundering it ; to build upon t
o

I
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existing foundations of -European and - Atlantic unity, ar.d , to
aid and assist the various initiatives to this *end withinthe framework of the Atlantic community, and against the
background of the broader international arrangements in whichthe Atlantic countries are participating as good citizens
of the world .

Its second task will be to take advantage of any
and every - opportunity new soviet tactics- may present to
break through the vicious circle of suspicion and fear'in
the "cold war", in an effort to test Soviet aims-and to
bring about genuine negotiation . 'If we cannot do this by *
a forward looking and flexible diplomacy, and without yielding
to the temptation to rblax our defence effort, (though we may
have to alter its character), then RTAT 3 will hardly survive .

We cannot move, of course, from open hostility or
sterile "co-existence" to constructive international co-
operation without the searching testing period which would be
nrovided by attempts to settle the several important issues
wiiich still unhappily divide the Communist and non-Communist
world . These issues will not settle themselves ; nor will they
be settled either by brandishing our swords,-or'by throwing
them away ., We must be certain in NAT O that if they are notsettled, it will not be our fault .

The unification of Germany by the free choice of Its
people ; effective and agreed disarmament, the right of captive
European peoples to decide their own future ; a European -security system ; a united effort by the major .world power s
to make the United Nations work as it was'originally intended
to work ; all these are the testing grounds of the future on
which the Soviet peace offensive must be judged .

It would be rash indeed to-be dogmatic, either
positively or negatively, about the real significance of
the changes which have takeri place 'in Soviet policy"since-*
the death of Stalin .' We-should avoid unreasonable ôptimism,
for orthodox communist revolutionary"tenets may still be- -domiriarit in Russia, and there is no peace in them . Bi,it also
we wtiuld be unwise to reject out of hand the possibility
that a new and pragmatic approach to internal affairs ma y
be developing among the Soviet leaders, combined with a
desire on the part of their peoples to return to a more
normal relationship with other peoples . If this tendency
were to extend, or could be made to extend, to the conduct
of Soviet foreign relations and to the many problems which
still divide us, we could at last begin to see more solid
grounds for hope and confidence than we have now .

Therefore without illusion
s must ho dourselvesreadytostrengtheniandu despai rencourage



any' elements which wish to deal 'withttthe yworld' as it ïn' fact
exists- rathér than as- Marxist- ciôgiha-picturësfito ' We- mu'st` -
aTso- be' prepared, ' howevèr9 for the "contirigéncy that rio "sïic1f
elements do exist, at least in a form seriously to influence
policyo

This process of testing -"of "examination and"- -
discovéry may be a'long and difficult one

" '
During it théreis an Obligation for NATO to maintain -itself "in -readiness

to dëai "with any emergency, military or'-diPiormatic ; '-Bÿ'
doing 'so9 by steadfastly maintaining its'basic-purposes~ Vand
by demonstrating to the world that its'continued-existénce'
is essential to the future of free -men," it "can play- a"vitâl
part in leading-the way forward from the bleak prospects of
"cold war", or of a harshly P'competitive co=existence" ,
to the more distant horizons of world co-operation .

There is'one other problem-that I would like to"
mention, which those words, "wôrld co .;operati6n11,--bring tô '
mirid,'- It_is that `of-international economic"assistance ;-The
problem 'here is to reconcile- our obligations- to' the interL .
national community-with those to our own people, to whoma
goverlvnent -owes its first dutyo But it is more than that ;
It is a problem, not only of what'-to do (and no countrÿ-in
the world has ever done as much as this country) ; but ofhow and why to do it o

The need for assistance to those countries which
have not shared in our industrial-and technical advances
is real and demandingo It will never"be satisfactorily
met,-however9 merely by pouring-in assistance-in a-forIIï which,
economically, may be'a way of putting "people on -the dolè ; -
politically, may give-rise tc'suspicion"that there are-strings
attached to it ;' and technically, is beyond the capacity o f
the receiving peoples to administer effectively o

The Seeretary--General of'-the United "Nations üttered
some wise words on this subject the other night when he said :

f'We should not forget that it may be more difficult-
to live on the dole th an to pay it . Few friendships
survive a long drawn-but economic dependency of one
upon the othero Gratitude is a good link only when
it can be given and received without an overtone of
humiliation . "

A cynic might doubt whe~her gratitude, so often
alllively anticipation of favours to come", is a good link
at allo The feeling of mutual assistance and co=operative
effort is surely bettera But that requires careful and
sensitive planning ; a clear understanding of why you are
helping and are being helped .
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This understanding 'can^-surely best be'-achieved -
by using the United Nations mt1re~-,and'môre as the--di.earirig
house for all forms- of such assistance ; as â-place"-where
plans can be discussed and related to- each otYièr ;"whére
purpo'ses can'bë clarified and, if "nécessary,-expô"sedë --
where, on the'other hand, suspicions can be removed when
they are unjust and unwarranted o

This does not--mean that bilateral aid sûch as
-Pôint IV, or aid under such arrangements as thé Colombo
plan9 should be abandoned, ôr" taken over'bÿ -the Uriited
Nations, -"That - would be- urinecessary - and ündesirable - as---
well-as politically-unrealistico But the-United'Nations•-
should be brought more and more into the pictüre, and-all
its members pressed to accept their full responsibility .
In this way, as Mr o Hammar skjold put it, we may find -"â
sound basis for the reconciliation of the natural national
interest with valid international considerationso "

But why bother"at all? HavenQt-we"enough to do-at
home? I could spend an hour or so on'this - question~ - Here,I
can only- say that while the -element -of gôodwill ând-neigh--
bourliness does- enter into -thése matters, ait does"in -their
domestic manifestations, -eqûally or- more -important- is tYie-
long-term consideration of our own enlightened self-interest o

Today we all want peace; more ânxiously; perhaps,
than ever before9 because the alternative could be total
annihilation

. 0
But we--are not always- willing--to" do- tYiè - things

or make the sacrifices that" ensurë-"peace, Are-we"willïrig"-
to accept, for instance, tYie proposition'-that- tüëré will be
no peace in this small world if it consists of ?1residential
areas surrounded by slumso "

The'domestic analogy-applies here- 'Every free-
democratic government today "accépts the -fact -- and most- of--
them act' on it. --- that national stability, "welfare "and- progréss
are not possible if the poor-are allowed to get poorer while
the rich get richero Inequalities and deprivations that are
considered intolerable mean unrest, ferment and ultimate
explosiono

The same result will inevitably and inexorably
occur internationally, if hundreds of millions of ,people
feel condemned indefintely to an existence below or on
the edge of sub'sistence ; hopeless and helpless and bitter ;
the easy victims for extreme ideas and extremist agitatorso
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The main and the final - . responsibility -fôr "âvoiding
this situation lies with the govérnments and the'peoples-- -
concerned, We in more favoured parts of'the-world cari-only--
supplement their efforts, unless of course, - those efforts are
hostile to uso But; we would be well advised to do that j
and primarily in our own interest o

Nor should we expect, as I have just said, much -
gratitude ; least of all the United States of America which,
I think' deserves it most' in terms of the magnitude of the
assistance given ,

The United States is the most powerful andtYie
richest country in the world . Yet while great"national
-wealth and power can achieve international recognition and "
respect2 it rarely gains affection - and not too often even
understandingo This is sôméthing to which the giant ha s
to become accustomedo ,̀ '

All history shows-this to be-the case, and most
recently2 the history of the British Empire ,

I was reading the other day an" article by Mr-,-'Eugeri '
Weber, a British 'Professor at the "University of Iowa ; entitled,
"European Readtions to Americân"Policies"9 which'cbntained""
some witty and perceptive"reflections on this scôre~ I"will
quote two paragraphs, while-refusing to take responsibility
for all the expres~ions he uses :

"The Greeks despised the Romans-as Barbarians ;-no doubt
the Egypti$ns in - their - turn despised' the" Greeks .' We"
British'h ave also had our time of'greatness our time
of world supremacÿ, "What were-weï,in those "daÿs?`We
were petfidious -Albion .- - We- wéré a nation of 'lorig=--
shankedy'long-toothed milords ; of lean and angular
spinsters ; patronizing Cookts-tours, gaping at European
culture (which we"were not supposed to understarid)~j and-
calling loudly wherever-we-wént•)for-tea and ,for-porridge,
i~ow we are decaying, and only the memoties of this great
tradition still live ono We have gathered the dis-
tinction of decayo People prize us, like oni of the
riper sorts of cheese . We are supposed to enshrine and
guard admirable traditions, a great cultural heritage,
which no one seemed to suspect (or at any rate admit) 2

generation or two ago . It is wonderful what a little
failure can do !

"Meanwhile, the l'.mericans have taken over, more
nilly than willy, the banner with the strange device
of the white man's burden. They provide the perfidy,
they provide the comic relief, they provide the gaping,
uncultured tourists chewing gum and sipping cokes .
They are the powerful and the rich, and for this they
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must pay the penalty ; "and one part of- the-"pénalty is
that they cannot be loved when they are feared ,o or
exploited, "

On a day like this, however , I wôuld - not ' like tb" ' -- ,end on a note which suggests that - âne' canriot' bé - loved ; Every-
thing about this commencement suggests a happier"and'mor éhopeful mood . I know that * youwho are graduating aré thebeneficiaries indeed " the very centre of that nood- -tdday,- -I hope that 'it may follow you - in the montYis and-years - aheadwhen you will be privileged to put into"action the '- sôünd -
principles and the good training that you have received at
this University .

S/C


